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Since the 1980s, violence has been recognized as a leading cause of occupational mortality and morbidity. On average, 1.7 million workers are injured each year, and more than 800 die as a result of workplace violence (WPV) [Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001; BLS 2005]. These tragic deaths and injuries stress the need for a proactive and collaborative WPV prevention effort at the national level.

As part of its WPV Research and Prevention Initiative during 2003, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) convened a series of stakeholder meetings that focused on various types of WPV and the industries and occupations at risk. For example, separate meetings addressed domestic violence in the workplace, violence in health care facilities, violence in retail settings, and violence against law enforcement and security professionals. The purpose of these meetings was to bring together subject matter experts from business, academia, government, and labor organizations to discuss current progress, research gaps, and collaborative efforts in addressing WPV. One of the recurring discussion points that emerged from the meetings was the need for a national conference on WPV prevention.

In November 2004, NIOSH assembled a diverse group with representatives from various disciplines and organizations that have a stake in reducing the toll of WPV. This landmark conference—Partnering in Workplace Violence Prevention: Translating Research to Practice—was held in Baltimore, Maryland, on November 15–17, 2004. The sessions were structured to give participants an opportunity to discuss the current state of national research and prevention efforts. The intent was to draw out their best professional judgments on (1) identification and implementation of effective prevention programs and strategies, (2) identification of barriers to prevention and steps for overcoming them, (3) current research and communication needs, and (4) the advancement of research and prevention through effective partnerships.

This report summarizes discussions that took place during the conference. The report does not include a documented review of either the literature on WPV in general or intervention effectiveness research in particular. In addition, the authors have consciously avoided adding the NIOSH perspective to this report or otherwise augmenting its content. We have preferred to represent as accurately as possible the information, ideas, and professional judgments that emerged from the discussions that took place at the Baltimore workshop.

In my view, the November conference was very successful. This report provides the following:

1. A useful direction for overcoming current barriers and gaps that impede collaborative research, prevention, and communication work
2. An emerging collective vision (based on input from participants) of effective WPV prevention programs that employers and practitioners can consider now
3. A discussion of the research and partnerships needed to advance WPV prevention
I believe that this report will further raise awareness of this national problem and point the way to increased knowledge about the risks, causes, and prevention of WPV. In addition, this report will help companies initiate, improve, and evaluate their WPV prevention efforts. Ultimately, the document will help to accelerate the current downward trends in injuries and deaths from on-the-job assaults.

John Howard, M.D.
Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIS</td>
<td>American Society for Industrial Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS</td>
<td>Bureau of Labor Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAL/OSHA</td>
<td>California/Occupational Safety and Health Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFOI</td>
<td>Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPV</td>
<td>intimate partner violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADD</td>
<td>Mothers Against Drunk Driving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIOSH</td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTOF</td>
<td>National Traumatic Occupational Fatalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSHA</td>
<td>Occupational Safety and Health Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>public service announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPV</td>
<td>workplace violence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Workplace Violence
In North Carolina, two masked men walked into a food mart, killed the 44-year-old male co-owner by shooting him several times with a handgun, ripped away the cash drawer, and fled from the scene.

In Massachusetts, a 27-year-old mechanic in an autobody shop was fatally shot in the chest by a customer after they argued about repairs.

In Virginia, an ongoing argument between two delivery truck loaders at a furniture company distribution warehouse ended abruptly as one pulled a gun and shot the other to death.

In South Carolina, a 24-year-old woman who worked in a grocery store was taken hostage at gunpoint and then shot to death with multiple shotgun blasts by her 20-year-old ex-boyfriend.

These tragic examples of violence in U.S. workplaces represent a small sample of the many violent assaults that occur in U.S. workplaces annually.*

1.1 Scope of Workplace Violence (WPV)

According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, an estimated 1.7 million workers are injured each year during workplace assaults; in addition, violent workplace incidents account for 18% of all violent crime in the United States [Bureau of Justice Statistics 2001]. Liberty Mutual, in its annual Workplace Safety Index, cites “assaults and violent acts” as the 10th leading cause of nonfatal occupational injury in 2002, representing about 1% of all workplace injuries and a cost of $400 million [Liberty Mutual 2004]. During the 13-year period from 1992 to 2004, an average of 807 workplace homicides occurred annually in the United States.

---

*These fatal, gun-related cases do not represent the huge number of violent incidents that result in nonfatal injuries or no injuries, or that involve other types of weapons. Also, these cases do not adequately represent the many industry sectors and worker populations that face the risk of violent assault at work.
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) [BLS 2005]. The number of deaths ranged from a high of 1,080 in 1994 to a low of 551 workplace homicides in 2004, the lowest number since CFOI began in 1992. Although the number of deaths increased slightly over the previous year in both 2000 (677) and 2003 (631), the overall trend shows a marked decline [BLS 2005]. From 1992 through 1998, homicides comprised the second leading cause of traumatic occupational injury death, behind motor-vehicle-related deaths. In 1999, the number of workplace homicides dropped below the number of occupational fall-related deaths, and remained the third leading cause through 2003. In 2004, homicides dropped below struck-by-object incidents to become the fourth leading cause of fatal workplace injury (see Figure 1) [BLS 2005].

It is not altogether clear what factors may have influenced the overall decreasing trend in occupational homicides for the period 1992 through 2004, and whether the decreasing numbers will be sustained in subsequent years. Since robbery-related violence results in a large proportion of occupational homicides, certain trends (e.g., economic fluctuations) are likely to have contributed to the decreasing toll. The reduction may partially stem from the efforts of researchers and practitioners to address

![Figure 1. The four most frequent fatal work-related events, 1992–2004. NOTE: Data from 2001 exclude fatalities resulting from the September 2001 terrorist attacks. (SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census of Fatal Occupational injuries, 2004.)](image-url)
robbery-related WPV especially through intervention evaluation research and dissemination and implementation of evidence-based strategies. The reduction may be partially explained by the efforts of Federal, State, and local agencies and other policy-makers to develop statutes, administrative regulations, and/or technical information for WPV prevention as a result of improved recognition and understanding of the risks for WPV. Whatever the reasons behind the trend, future research and prevention efforts should focus on identifying, verifying, and replicating successes—such as reductions in robbery-related (Type I) violence—and identifying and addressing those types of WPV where little or no change has occurred. The fact that violence-related deaths increased over previous years’ totals in both 2000 and 2003 raises questions about the sustainability of the overall downward trend and whether the occupational homicide experience in the United States may in fact be leveling.

A few of the violent incidents that occur in workplaces and result in deaths or serious injuries to workers are reported widely and prominently on TV and radio broadcasts, newspaper pages, and media Web sites. As indicated, WPV incidents arise out of a variety of circumstances: some involve criminals robbing taxicab drivers, convenience stores, or other retail operations; clients or patients attacking providers in health care or social service offices; disgruntled workers seeking revenge; or domestic abuse that spills over to the workplace (see Table 1). More recently, the threat of another form of criminal violence—terrorism—hangs over the nation’s workplaces. Yet many employers, managers, and workers are not particularly aware that the potential for violence is a risk facing them in their own workplaces. The public is generally not aware of either the scope or the prevalent types of violence at work. In fact, it has been only within the last two decades that the problem of violent workplace behavior has come into focus—largely resulting from improvements in occupational safety and health surveillance—as a leading cause of workplace fatality and injury in many industry sectors in the United States.

### 1.2 Background: Surveillance, Research, and Prevention

When the National Traumatic Occupational Fatalities (NTOF) surveillance system was developed by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the 1980s, an accurate count of workplace traumatic injury deaths in the United States was available for the first time [NIOSH 1989]. In 1988, NIOSH published its first article disseminating data on the magnitude of the national workplace homicide problem [Hales et al. 1988]. This article presented results indicating that worker against worker violence, which continues to be emphasized by the media, is only a small portion of the WPV that occurs daily in the United States.

The U.S. Department of Labor, through its Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the BLS, brought increased focus on occupational violence through compliance, surveillance, analysis, and information dissemination efforts. Although no specific Federal regulations then (or now) addressed WPV, OSHA began to cite employers where violent incidents occurred under the General Duty Clause [29 USC 654 5(a)(1)], which requires employers to provide safe and healthful work environments for workers. OSHA also provided and disseminated, through reports and the OSHA Web site, violence prevention guidance for high risk sectors and populations such as health care, social services, late-night retail establishments, and taxi and livery drivers. The BLS has clarified the

---

*United States Code.*
injury and fatality risks to workers from violent incidents through its nonfatal and fatal injury surveillance and special analyses of characteristics of occupational violence.

In the mid 1990s, as more researchers were becoming engaged in the study of occupational violence, the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) developed a model that described three distinct types of WPV based on the perpetrator’s relationship to the victim(s) and/or the place of employment [Cal/OSHA 1995, Howard 1996]. Later, the Cal/OSHA typology was modified to break Type III into Type III and Type IV, creating the system that remains in wide use today [IPRC 2001]. (See Table 1.) This typology has proven useful not only in studying and communicating about WPV but also in developing prevention strategies. Certain occupations, such as taxicab drivers and convenience store clerks, face a higher risk of being murdered at work [IPRC 2001], while health care workers are more likely to become victims of nonfatal assaults [NIOSH 2002].

Since nearly all of the U.S. workforce (more than 140 million) can potentially be exposed to or affected by one of the four types of WPV, occupational safety and health practitioners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I: Criminal intent</td>
<td>The perpetrator has no legitimate relationship to the business or its employee, and is usually committing a crime in conjunction with the violence. These crimes can include robbery, shoplifting, trespassing, and terrorism. The vast majority of workplace homicides (85%) fall into this category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II: Customer/client</td>
<td>The perpetrator has a legitimate relationship with the business and becomes violent while being served by the business. This category includes customers, clients, patients, students, inmates, and any other group for which the business provides services. It is believed that a large portion of customer/client incidents occur in the health care industry, in settings such as nursing homes or psychiatric facilities; the victims are often patient caregivers. Police officers, prison staff, flight attendants, and teachers are some other examples of workers who may be exposed to this kind of WPV, which accounts for approximately 3% of all workplace homicides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III: Worker-on-worker</td>
<td>The perpetrator is an employee or past employee of the business who attacks or threatens another employee(s) or past employee(s) in the workplace. Worker-on-worker fatalities account for approximately 7% of all workplace homicides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Personal relationship</td>
<td>The perpetrator usually does not have a relationship with the business but has a personal relationship with the intended victim. This category includes victims of domestic violence assaulted or threatened while at work, and accounts for about 5% of all workplace homicides.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and advocates should be concerned. Examples of high-risk industries include the retail trade industry, whose workers are most often affected by Type I (criminal intent violence), and the health care industry, whose workers may generally be affected most by Type II (client, customer, or patient violence). Although all four types of WPV can potentially occur in any workplace, Type III (worker-on-worker violence) and Type IV (personal relationship violence, also known as intimate partner violence), are more likely to occur across all industry sectors.

WPV includes a much wider range of behaviors than just overt physical assaults that result in injury or death. Thus, WPV has been defined as “violent acts, including physical assaults and threats of assault, directed toward persons at work or on duty” [NIOSH 1996]. It is widely agreed that violence at work is underreported, particularly since most violent or threatening behavior—including verbal violence (e.g., threats, verbal abuse, hostility, harassment) and other forms, such as stalking—may not be reported until it reaches the point of actual physical assault or other disruptive workplace behavior.

Most of the research that was conducted over the last half of the decade of the 90s was published in scientific and professional journal articles. Figure 2 shows the dramatic increase in the number of research articles published in the medical literature that dealt with WPV from the 1980s, when the occupational fatality surveillance data first showed that occupational homicide was the second leading cause of traumatic occupational death, through 2004 [National Library of Medicine 2005]. Similar results were obtained in searches of the occupational safety and health, business, and social science literature.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Medline entries for WPV for 5-year periods from 1970 to 2004.
In April 2000, the University of Iowa Injury Prevention Research Center sponsored a meeting entitled Workplace Violence Intervention Research Workshop in Washington, D.C. The workshop brought together invited participants to discuss WPV and recommend strategies for addressing this national problem. The workshop recommendations were published as Workplace Violence: Report to the Nation in February 2001 [IPRC 2001]. This report identified key research issues and called for funding to address these research needs.

In December 2000, Congress appropriated $2 million to NIOSH to develop a WPV Research and Prevention Initiative consisting of intramural and extramural research programs targeting all aspects of WPV. Most of the money was used to fund new research grants undertaken by extramural researchers. Intramural research efforts focused on collaborating with other agencies to collect improved data on WPV from workers and employers, convening a Federal interagency task force to coordinate Federal research activities, and collaborating with other groups to raise awareness of WPV and disseminate information developed through the Initiative.

In June 2002, the Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime hosted a symposium on WPV bringing together a multidisciplinary group to look at the latest thinking in prevention, intervention, threat assessment and management, crisis management, and critical incident response. The results were published in March 2004 in Workplace Violence: Issues in Response [Rugala and Isaacs 2004].

As part of the WPV Research and Prevention Initiative, NIOSH convened a series of stakeholder meetings on WPV during 2003. The purpose of these meetings was to allow subject matter experts from business, academia, government, and labor organizations to collectively discuss WPV in terms of current progress, research gaps, and potential collaborative efforts. Stakeholders with interest in the following topic areas met during the timeframes noted:

- May 2003—Violence in Health Care Settings
- June 2003—Domestic Violence in the Workplace
- August 2003—Violence in Retail Settings
- November 2003—Violence Against Law Enforcement and Security Professionals

One of the recurring themes that emerged from the stakeholder discussions was the need for a national conference on WPV prevention. In January 2004, NIOSH assembled a diverse planning committee to begin developing this forum. On November 15–17, 2004, NIOSH held, for the first time, a national conference on WPV prevention, entitled Partnering in Workplace Violence Prevention: Translating Research to Practice [NIOSH 2004].

This document is the final product resulting from the November 2004 conference. It summarizes what conference participants think are key strategies required for successful WPV prevention, further research and communication needs, barriers and gaps that impede prevention, and strategies for addressing them. The document also summarizes participants’ thoughts about potential partners among Federal, State, and private agencies with the resources and skills necessary to collaborate in prevention efforts, conduct further research, and facilitate appropriate regulations. It is hoped that this report will serve several important purposes—to raise awareness of employers, workers, policy makers, and the public in general to the fact that WPV continues to be a major public health issue; to assist business and labor leaders in adopting effective prevention programs and strategies;
to aid researchers in identifying future projects; and to prompt government officials to consider more comprehensive national programs.

1.3 Methods and Objectives

During the conference, NIOSH assembled a diverse group of experts representing the four WPV typologies and the various disciplines engaged in WPV research and prevention efforts (see Appendix for a full list of participants). The conference was structured to give participants an opportunity to discuss successful WPV prevention strategies, barriers and challenges to WPV prevention, major research and information dissemination gaps, and potential roles for various organizations in WPV prevention over the next decade. In order to address the objectives in an effective manner, discussion points were posed to participants in breakout sessions that were divided into four WPV typologies: Criminal Intent (Type I), Customer/Client (Type II), Worker-on-Worker (Type III), and Personal Relationship (Type IV).

The objectives of the conference are reflected in the following instructions given to discussion participants:

- Identify successful WPV prevention strategies.
- Identify barriers and challenges to and strategies for implementing WPV prevention.
- Identify major research and information dissemination gaps in WPV prevention efforts.
- Identify existing and potential partners and their roles in advancing WPV prevention.

The conference included the following:

- State-of-the-art presentations from a panel of experts in each WPV type
- An evening group event featuring a series of one-act plays reflecting the human impact of violence in the workplace and cultural issues concerning violence
- Breakout sessions that addressed the four discussion points among each of the four WPV types
- Introductory and summary presentations of the discussions of each breakout session, by session moderators in plenary sessions
- A closing summary session

This report should provide a useful framework for thinking about the current state of WPV research, prevention, and communication activities in the United States. Chapter 2 presents a discussion of barriers and gaps that impede the development and implementation of WPV prevention programs. Chapter 3 summarizes the best WPV strategy/program practices presented by conference participants. This summary represents an implicit template for addressing WPV prevention on a company, corporate, agency, and national level and includes strategies both general and specific to the four types of WPV. Chapter 4 presents a discussion of general research needs; Chapter 5 addresses the importance of linking research findings to practical prevention efforts. One of two important themes of the conference—partnership—is the focus of discussion in Chapter 6. Included are some ideas about partners who should be involved in national, community, and company collaborations, and what they could be doing to address WPV. Chapter 7 provides some concluding thoughts and a call to action for potential collaborators in a national WPV prevention effort. The Appendix provides a full list of conference participants.
Barriers and Gaps that Impede WPV Prevention and Strategies to Overcome Them

Conference participants identified and discussed numerous barriers and gaps facing those working to implement existing strategies and programs addressing WPV prevention or those seeking to study and fill knowledge gaps related to WPV risks and prevention. In many cases, strategies for addressing and overcoming these barriers and gaps were proposed and discussed. Employers, managers and supervisors, safety practitioners, workers, members of the public safety and legal professions, researchers, designers and manufacturers of protective technologies and products, educators and communicators, and others—all face difficulties in the process of identifying, documenting, assessing, preventing, and communicating about violent workplace events.

This report essentially addresses two key audiences—those who are responsible for implementing WPV prevention programs in communities, companies, or workplaces (policy makers, employers, managers, safety and health practitioners, members of teams who come from multiple disciplines and perspectives, workers, etc.) and those who face challenges related to exploring and filling the gaps in our knowledge of WPV and WPV prevention (researchers). The most important barriers and gaps that impede the implementation of effective WPV prevention programs, strategies, and interventions usually depend on the particular organization in question, and sometimes the type of WPV. These issues are also discussed in Chapter 3.

Barriers impeding research efforts include lack of access to company and workplace information, and inadequate data to define the scope of WPV. Knowledge of intervention effectiveness is sparse, and information about the costs of both WPV incidents and prevention efforts versus benefits of specific prevention strategies and programs is lacking. Too little is known regarding specific characteristics of perpetrators, victims, companies, and circumstances surrounding violent events. These issues are discussed in Chapter 4.

2.1 Barriers to WPV Prevention Practice

2.1.1 Corporate Attitude, Denial

For some companies, a prevailing corporate attitude or denial of the potential for WPV, may be strong enough that employers and managers remain unconvinced that they need to address it. In some, violence is not recognized as a high priority among competing threats until a tragic, violent event occurs. In many organizations, the value of WPV prevention in
reducing liability and turnover and increasing productivity is not well understood. Employ­
ers may also hesitate to explore WPV risks and issues because they are wary about nega­
tive company image, legal liability, assuming responsibility for workers’ private lives, and worker enlightenment and empowerment. One line of thinking is that workers who become aware of these issues will certainly file complaints and claims. All of these factors are barriers to developing policies, providing training, recognizing and reporting violence, and developing and implementing WPV prevention programs. Workers readily perceive the lack of manage­ment acknowledgment of WPV and support for WPV prevention. On the other hand, corporate leaders who set out to raise awareness of WPV and improve workplace communication, demonstr­ate their acknowledgement of WPV and provide a foundation for improved reporting and risk assessment and program development and implementation.

2.1.2 The Culture of Violence; De-humanization of Workplaces

A profound barrier to WPV prevention is related to the culture of violence that permeates U.S. society, including workplaces.

2.1.3 Lack of Worker Empowerment

Violent events (especially Type 1 violence) are prevalent in small businesses where workers may lack a voice. Workers without a voice—that is, without a personal opportu­nity to provide their concerns or participate in leadership decisions—or without an advocate to speak for them, have great difficulty influenc­ing the adoption or even the consideration of prevention programs. In many businesses, large and small, disconnects exist between manage­ment and workers that impede communica­tion of concerns and collaboration.

2.1.4 Lack of Incentives, Disincentives

Conference participants believe that there are too few incentives for companies to imple­ment WPV prevention programs. Few regu­latory requirements address violence, many guidelines addressing violence are outdated, and the many legal issues prompted by Fed­eral, State and local statutes, ordinances, and regulations present challenges to WPV pre­vention and can seem an impenetrable thicket. Current laws are often ineffective, unenforced, and inconsistent from State to State. Employ­ers who might consider WPV prevention pro­grams may feel at a competitive disadvantage if no mandatory, enforced regulations exist that cover the entire industry sector. If more compelling data on costs of violence and costs/benefits of prevention programs and strategies were available, companies would likely have more incentive to invest resources in WPV prevention programs. In addition, the positive effects of knowledgeable workers empowered to provide input and participate in planning and decision making, which can include improved safety and health, morale, efficiency, and productivity, provide an impor­tant incentive to management.

2.1.5 Lack of Awareness

For some, the most substantial barrier is simply a lack of awareness of the scope and importance of the problem on the part of employers and workers alike. This lack of awareness extends beyond company walls to all levels of the public and private sector and the general public.

2.1.6 Lack of Information, Access to Available Information

For other knowledgeable employers, a lack of access to risk information or evidence-based
prevention programs or strategies may form a difficult barrier to action. Those programs and interventions that have been evaluated and shown effective in specific settings—for instance the interventions addressing violence resulting from convenience store robberies—have not been adopted in all workplaces where similar risks and circumstances are present. Further, they have not been evaluated for other workplaces and industry sectors facing similar risks. Many other programs and interventions that have been adopted or suggested for different types of WPV and different workplace settings and circumstances have not been rigorously evaluated, if evaluated at all. If evidence-based prevention programs and strategies are available, the information mostly resides in academia or government agencies. Researchers in academia and government are often satisfied with publication of their findings in the peer-reviewed literature, or lack the knowledge and means to further disseminate or translate their results for use in at-risk companies. As a result, employers may not be fully cognizant of the risks they and their workers face. Or, an employer or practitioner who is aware of the risks and who has the desire to establish and implement a prevention program may not be able to find or access evidence-based programs and interventions to use or choose from.

Among companies with WPV programs, some are reluctant to share WPV information (e.g., statistics, program information, effectiveness data), even among other departments in the same company. Privacy issues and proprietary and competitive attitudes may influence companies and agencies to guard their data, thus hindering data sharing. Compounding the effect of this barrier, researchers may fall short of the efforts needed to engage and partner with employers. This in turn limits the ability of researchers to determine characteristics of violent events, characteristics of those who are involved in and affected by them, and potential preventive approaches and their effectiveness. OSHA has guidelines for late night retail [OSHA 2004], but companies not under OSHA jurisdiction may not be aware of this information. Potential sources of information useful to businesses include police department crime prevention units, Web-based violence prevention and security sites, and insurance companies.

### 2.1.7 Lack of Communication/Training

A major barrier to awareness and prevention of WPV is an overall lack of adequate and effective communication and training about what constitutes violence (definition); when violence has occurred (incident reporting); what the company does about violence (policy, procedures, disposition); and what peers and partners have learned and are doing (research, prevention, collaboration). In the pursuit of individual responsibilities and tasks, the importance of communication may be overlooked entirely or given a low priority among competing demands.

### 2.1.8 Lack of Resources

Many of the companies facing high risks of WPV are small companies with limited resources for research, prevention, and evaluation. In an increasingly pressurized economy and in the absence of sufficient cost-benefit data, prevention may be seen as an unwarranted expenditure rather than an investment with a return. Employers may address competing demands first unless a tragic violent event has already occurred to gain their attention and prompt action. Small companies often have neither the resources nor the staffs to address problems from a multidisciplinary perspective.
2.1.9 Lack of Reporting

Violent events, wherever they occur, may not be reported for various reasons. When WPV occurs in companies that lack an enlightened, prevention-oriented culture, victimized workers may be inhibited from reporting single incidents or patterns of abusive behavior that would be reported and addressed in other companies. In such companies, victims or witnesses of violence may feel that nothing will be done if they do report. Otherwise well meaning employers or managers in companies that do not communicate to workers the behaviors that are considered to be violent, the mechanisms for reporting them, and assurances of security, confidentiality, and prompt response, may be unwittingly fostering a violent work environment that could ultimately experience a tragic, violent event. Too often, in the aftermath of such a tragedy, people remember precursor events or behaviors that should have prompted reporting, response, and intervention at the time they occurred. Sadly, failures to report verbal or physical abuse represent lost opportunities for prevention. Lack of reporting is also a fundamental barrier to effective surveillance, a critical component of WPV prevention at all levels, from company-level to national-level prevention.

2.1.10 Lack of Effective Followup to Reported WPV Events

Victims and recipients of threats or harassment expect a firm response. When management fails to respond promptly and firmly to reported WPV incidents, or does not follow through according to company policies and procedures, workers will perceive the lack of management commitment. Workers will then be hesitant to report future violent events and behaviors.

2.1.11 Lack of Written WPV Policy, Definitions, and Consequences (See Chapter 3.)

A company or corporation without a written WPV prevention program or policy may fail to provide critical information necessary to protect workers. Prevention efforts may not succeed without written documentation that includes company policy on WPV, definitions that clearly indicate what specific behaviors constitute WPV and are therefore prohibited actions, the specific consequences of those actions, who is accountable for the program and specific elements, and the roles and responsibilities of all workers.

2.1.12 Lack of Teamwork, Partnerships

Interdisciplinary and interdepartmental work is very difficult to initiate and maintain, even within the walls of one company. Effective programs require the combined efforts of employers, workers, law enforcement, and, for larger companies, the multiple departments with a stake in violence prevention and worker safety and health.

2.2 Gaps in WPV Prevention Research

2.2.1 Lack of WPV Intervention Evaluation Research

The ideal situation is for employers and practitioners planning and implementing WPV prevention programs to have credible, evidence-based interventions, strategies, curricula, and programs available. A primary research need in WPV prevention is to obtain evaluation data on strategies and interventions for a variety of workplace applications.
2.2.2 **Lack of Best Practices for Implementation**

The need for practical and proven guidance for program implementation goes hand-in-hand with the need for evidence-based prevention programs and strategies. Critical information about best practices for WPV programs is needed by employers and practitioners.

2.2.3 **Lack of (or Inadequacy of) Data**

Currently available data—based largely on police responses, emergency room admissions, workers' compensation claims, insurance payments to victims, and death certificates—do not reflect the scope of WPV, especially considering the incidence of noninjury and nonphysical events (e.g., threats, bullying, harassment, stalking). Reluctance on the part of corporations and companies to release data and to admit researchers into their environments for the purpose of collecting incidence data or evaluating interventions and programs impedes description of the WPV experience, as well as further investigations of causation and prevention. In addition, the victims and witnesses of WPV may be reluctant to report incidents for a variety of reasons. (See Section 2.1.9.) Aside from cultural and behavioral impediments to the acquisition of better data, technical issues exist that must be overcome. For example, a commonly accepted, operational definition of what constitutes WPV, while not perfectly fitting every scenario imaginable, will be necessary to the uniform collection of data. Standardized data collection using common definitions is essential to draw reasonable conclusions on effective prevention. Standardization may require the following:

- Better categorization of data
- Addition of key pieces of data to existing data sets
- Researcher access to data from companies and insurers, as well as workplaces

2.2.4 **Lack of Information about the Costs of WPV; the Cost-Effectiveness of Prevention**

The economics of WPV represents a substantial gap in knowledge. Understandably, employers desire and respond to solid, empirical cost data on actual and potential losses from WPV and benefits of prevention programs and interventions. They are interested in understanding costs relative to benefits and return on investment when it comes to development and implementation of programs. Employers may not expect each and every intervention to pay for itself, but they do seek a general idea of what to expect as a result of investing in prevention. A difficult concept to calculate and convey is the cost of a non-event—that is, one that is prevented through programmatic investment. Other important cost considerations include the loss of experienced workers and the resultant new personnel hiring and training costs.

2.2.5 **Research and Communication Needs Specific to Type I (Criminal Intent) Prevention**

Research is needed to provide evidence about effectiveness of specific environmental, behavioral, and administrative interventions in non-convenience-store settings. Also uncertainties about effectiveness of other suggested interventions require additional research to enable the attainment of consensus in controversial topics such as effectiveness of on-site guards, bullet-resistant barriers, certain training elements, and multiple clerks.
2.2.6 Research and Communication Needs Specific to Type II (Client on Worker Violence) Prevention

Currently, not enough is known about what produces violence in social service, health care, and other settings for worker-client interaction. What is known has not always been widely reported in the scientific literature or by the national media. Risk estimates are not available that clarify the influence of various situational and environmental factors.

2.2.7 Research and Communication Needs Specific to Type III (Worker on Worker) Prevention

Type III WPV is somewhat unique among the types in that most of the losses incurred as a result of a violent incident (e.g., losses related to the victim, the perpetrator, the damages, the productivity, etc.) are usually borne solely by one employer. More solid information about the direct relationship between the availability of reliable data and the opportunity for prevention, and the resultant potential for controlling costs through intervention, may be effective in persuading employers to share information and provide access needed by researchers.

2.2.8 Research and Communication Needs Specific to Type IV (Interpersonal Violence) Prevention

More rigorous, science-based efforts are needed in characterizing risk factors, costs, and effectiveness of WPV prevention programs and strategies addressing Type IV violence.

2.2.9 Other General Research Needs

Conference participants also offered a substantial list of research gaps, most of which were not discussed in detail.

According to Conference participants, research is needed to better understand the following:

- Variations in what is being done in individual businesses, industry sectors, law enforcement, and State and local governments
- What motivates businesses to take action in addressing WPV
- What types of regulation are effective
- Work organization and how it affects WPV prevention program implementation and impact
- Characteristics of both perpetrators and victims of each type of WPV
- Successful management systems for tracking WPV and followup activities
- What makes training effective—that is, what content, teaching methods, intervals, etc.
- How to disseminate information about effective violence prevention strategies and programs more widely and/or more appropriately
- How to effectively communicate
  - What WPV is
  - Protection and prevention as positive issues
  - The importance of scientific research in addressing WPV
WPV Prevention Programs and Strategies

This chapter is tailored for use by employers, managers, and safety and health practitioners who desire to develop and implement or evaluate company WPV prevention programs. Conference participants were asked to identify and discuss WPV prevention strategies, which may range from comprehensive, overarching company policies and programs to individual intervention strategies that seek to modify environment or behavior. Prevention programs and strategies that might offer increased protection against WPV in general are discussed first, followed by program and strategy elements that are unique to specific WPV typologies.

3.1 Strategies or Approaches That May Apply to More Than One Type of WPV

3.1.1 Management and Worker Commitment

The importance of management commitment to WPV prevention policies and programs cannot be overemphasized. Top management support helps ensure that adequate resources (including staffing) will be applied to the program, that the program will be launched from the top down, and that the effort will likely be accepted throughout the organization and sustained. Worker participation in planning, development, and implementation of programs and strategies is also important. The concept of dynamic commitment (i.e., involving both management and workers) in WPV prevention was discussed as a fundamental necessity underlying the allocation of adequate prevention program resources and the development of a violence prevention culture within an organization.

3.1.2 Multidisciplinary Team Approach to WPV Prevention

Another common theme voiced often during the conference was the need for collaboration of people from different disciplines, company units or departments, and levels of the organization. The involvement of persons with diverse expertise and experience is especially critical due to the depth and complexity of WPV prevention. Such teamwork is crucial for planning, developing, and implementing programs, as well as serving discrete functions, such as threat assessment teams formed to review and respond to reported physical, verbal, or threatened violence. Some of the key levels, disciplines, and departments mentioned included management, union, human resources,
safety and health, security, medical/psychology, legal, communications, and worker assistance.

The pre-arranged use of outside expertise and collaboration with local law enforcement and local service providers was also offered as a way for companies to ensure effective programs, particularly in smaller companies with fewer workers, departments, and resources. Proactive planning/collaboration with local law enforcement may be helpful should an incident requiring police response occur.

3.1.3 Written WPV Policy/Program Tailored to Organization’s Needs

A documented company policy/program must include definitions that clearly indicate what behaviors constitute WPV, including threatening or abusive physical and verbal behavior. Prohibited actions must be specified, and the specific consequences of those actions spelled out. A review and response system for all reported violent incidents must be in place, along with guidelines to assist those with the responsibility to review and respond. Specific procedures are needed for reviewing each reported incident, and mechanisms are needed to support and protect all affected persons. Ineffective followup undermines worker perception of management commitment and negates incentives to report incidents. Victims and recipients of threats or harassment expect a firm response. Review and response to reported violence might best be accomplished via a team approach (e.g., a threat assessment team).

Clear, precise definitions; mandatory comprehensive (all incidents) reporting; a structure and process in place for reporting; and timely and reliable review and response will all contribute to accurate reporting, which in turn enables precise risk assessment and dedication of appropriate resources to the program. These elements will also provide a basis for program evaluation. Programs that discourage reporting or blame the victim will not likely be successful. At a minimum, the WPV policy/program should be reviewed annually but optimally can be easily tweaked as necessary. Good communication, confidentiality, teamwork, and accountability are musts. Communication must flow vertically (management to staff and vice-versa) and horizontally (i.e., across organizational divisions or departments). Communication can take many forms, and organizations should think outside the box when communicating information about WPV policies/programs. For example, information about company policy/programs can be communicated as inserts with pay stubs or on stickers for telephones. A WPV prevention program should be well integrated with other company programs.

3.1.4 Training

Training for both managers and workers is a key element in any WPV prevention program. The presence of management at training sessions can increase the visibility of the organization’s top-level commitment to prevention. Training content may differ by type of WPV (see Sections 3.2 through 3.5), but in general, training (initially and on a recurring basis) should be provided on the hazards found in the organization’s workplaces and in the organization’s prevention policies and procedures, with emphasis on reporting requirements and the companies’ review, response, and evaluation procedures. Training can be implemented from the top down, with managers and supervisors trained first. A train-the-trainer approach can be used, with supervisors responsible for training and evaluating training for their own staffs. Specialized training on creating a positive work environment and developing effective teams...
could be useful, as well as training to improve awareness of cultural differences (diversity) and to enable the development of workers’ cultural competence.

### 3.1.5 Culture Change

Employers should examine the workplace to determine if there are cultural barriers to WPV awareness and prevention. If needed, the workplace culture should be modified to foster increased awareness of WPV and prevention, the clarification and enumeration of acceptable and unacceptable behavior, WPV reporting, availability of support for victims, and availability of help for perpetrators (if employed by the company, as in Type III and sometimes Type IV WPV).

### 3.1.6 Evaluation

Prevention programs and strategies should be evidence-based to the extent that evidence is available. However, often action must be taken before data can be collected and evidence of effectiveness obtained. It is crucial that companies make the effort to evaluate programs and strategies and cooperate with researchers in intervention effectiveness evaluation research. Employers may waste valuable resources on hazard control and training if evaluation procedures are not integrated into programs to measure impact. Information about successful programs and strategies must be effectively shared and communicated within companies and industry sectors and, where applicable, across sectors. While it is true that rigorous evaluation is challenging and often involves substantial cost, employers and researchers may, through collaboration, find ways to leverage their combined resources to selectively assess strategy and program effectiveness. In addition, such partnerships may provide a vehicle for sharing evaluation methods and results across many companies in an industry sector.

### 3.2 Strategies Specific to Type I (Criminal Intent) Prevention

The potential for Type I WPV exists across all industries but is prevalent in certain industries characterized by interaction with the public, the handling of cash, etc. Certain industries in the retail trade sector (convenience and liquor stores, for example) face higher than average risks. Specific environmental, behavioral, and administrative strategies have been implemented and evaluated as a result, particularly in convenience stores. A core group of interventions has been determined to be effective in convenience stores [Hendricks et al. 1999, Loomis et al. 2002], including the following:

1. **Environmental interventions**
   - Cash control
   - Lighting control (indoor and outdoor)
   - Entry and exit control
   - Surveillance (e.g., mirrors and cameras, particularly closed-circuit cameras)
   - Signage

2. **Behavioral interventions**
   - Training on appropriate robbery response
   - Training on use of safety equipment
   - Training on dealing with aggressive, drunk, or otherwise problem persons

3. **Administrative interventions**
   - Hours of operation
   - Precautions during opening and closing
   - Good relationship with police
3.3 Strategies Specific to Type II (Customer/Client Violence) Prevention

3.3.1 Adequate Staffing, Skill Mix

One strategy that emerged from discussions of the Type II panel is that of ensuring adequate staffing and mix of skills to effectively serve client, customer, or patient needs. Low responsiveness and quality of service, which can result from inadequate staffing and skills of personnel, can produce frustration and agitation in clients or patients. For clients and patients, acute needs and accompanying real or perceived urgency combined with a history of violence, can place both staff and other clients/patients at risk. In addition, social services or health care workers who work alone may be vulnerable to assault, especially in worker-client relationships where the client has a criminal background or is mentally ill or emotionally disturbed.

3.3.2 Training

In addition to general training on WPV hazards and organizational policies and procedures, training specific to Type II violence could include recognition of behavioral cues preceding violence, violence de-escalation techniques and other related interpersonal and communication skills, new requirements (in health care) for patient seclusion and restraint, and proper restraint and take-down techniques.

3.3.3 Accreditation Criteria Tied to WPV Prevention

Another strategy would have accreditation bodies specify WPV program and training requirements as criteria for successfully meeting accreditation standards for social service and health care organizations and facilities. Specific programming and training in response to the demands of meeting such criteria should improve workplace protection from client/patient-based violence.

3.4 Strategies Specific to Type III Violence (Worker-on-Worker) Prevention

3.4.1 Evaluating Prospective Workers

Preventing worker-on-worker violence begins during the hiring process by employers who ensure that job applicants are properly and thoroughly evaluated by means of background checks and reference verification.

3.4.2 Training in Policies/Reporting

A key in worker-on-worker violence prevention is the comprehensive reporting of all prohibited behaviors among workers, including threatening, harassing, bullying, stalking, etc. Therefore, training during new worker orientation and subsequent refresher training should focus on company WPV definitions, policies,
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and procedures. Also, reporting should be strongly encouraged and supported.

### 3.4.3 Focus on Observable Behaviors

The perpetrators are present or former workers who usually have substantial knowledge of coworkers, physical surroundings, and often security and violence prevention measures. Observation and reporting of changes in behavior that become a concern are critical. Therefore, a successful prevention strategy will provide procedures for reporting and addressing observable behaviors that elevate to concerns. A strong company focus and emphasis on the observation and reporting of behaviors that generate concern, coupled with timely and consistent response (see Section 3.1.3), may help create a climate that deters violent behavior.

### 3.5 Strategies Specific to Type IV (Personal Relationship Violence) Prevention

#### 3.5.1 Training in Policies and Reporting

To prevent Type IV violence, company policies and procedures must provide workers with clear-cut information about the nature of personal relationship or intimate partner violence (IPV), its observable traits and cues, and methods for discerning it in coworkers. Employers must train workers in what to do if they should suspect that a coworker is involved in interpersonal violence, either as a victim or perpetrator. Training should emphasize the relevant company policies and procedures.

#### 3.5.2 A Culture of Support

A company should strive to create a culture of support for victims that includes assurances no penalties exist for coming forward, complete confidentiality will be observed, safety and security protocols will be implemented, and referrals to appropriate community services will be provided as options to workers. A company should also inform all workers about the consequences of being a perpetrator of IPV or any other form of WPV. The company should communicate clearly through policies and training that IPV behavior is inappropriate and will be dealt with. Furthermore, the company should attempt to create a culture that both supports victims and enables perpetrators to seek help. Providing referrals to appropriate community services and implementing long-term programs that address battering and bullying behavior are reasonable approaches.
Research Needs for WPV Prevention

This chapter presents WPV research needs, as identified by conference participants. It is tailored for use by researchers and research agencies and institutes engaged in, or interested in the study of WPV risk and prevention. Conference participants were asked to identify and discuss research and information dissemination gaps and offer strategies for filling those gaps. The overarching research needs identified by participants are presented below. It is hoped that this chapter can be used to inform the development of WPV research strategies and agendas. Further, it should be useful as a basis for formulating new research projects and for forging partnerships.

- **Establish national strategy/agenda.** Under the leadership of NIOSH, researchers from government, academic and private research institutes, businesses and associations, worker advocacy groups and unions, and other organizations, should collaborate with business leaders, safety and health practitioners and advocates, and other interested stakeholders to establish a national research agenda for WPV.

- **Conduct evaluation research.** A critical endeavor for research-business collaboration is the evaluation of prevention strategies and programs. The need is broad, spanning the wide range of prevention options, the types of violence, and the variety of industry sectors and individual workplaces. Evaluation research is also expensive and time consuming. Therefore, a strategic approach is needed in which priorities are carefully considered, costs are shared and resources leveraged, and results are widely disseminated especially to at-risk employers and workers and the associations and unions that represent them.

- **Develop consistent WPV definitions.** Employers, workers, and everyone else with a stake in occupational violence must have a clear, shared conception of what constitutes WPV. In addition to a shared conceptual definition, a consistent operational definition is needed for comparability in reporting and data collection.

- **Ensure consistent and universal reporting.** Reporting is an issue at the company level, at the industry level, and at the national level. Accurate and consistent reporting will enable both
targeting of prevention research and assessment of trends and effectiveness.

- **Share data among partners.** Both businesses and agencies possess data on reported WPV incidents, which if collected, combined, and analyzed, would shed light on the broader WPV experience in the United States, and could potentially enable more focused and thereby cost-efficient prevention efforts in companies or sectors.

- **Conduct economics research.** Decision makers in the private sector are accustomed to analyzing costs, benefits, return on investments—in short, examining the bottom line issues that impact their businesses. Realistic assessments of the costs of WPV to businesses and society in general, and the cost-benefit of prevention, including cost-effectiveness comparisons of effective, focused prevention options are needed.
Linking Research to Practice

Research that has been conducted to date must be translated into practical preventive workplace action. It is clear that Conference participants see a gap in the availability of evidence-based prevention options for industry—that is, between what is known and what is applied in the workplace. As additional evaluation studies and demonstration projects are concluded, research findings of effective preventive interventions must be proactively translated into prevention products and technologies and transferred to and implemented in workplaces. The translation, transfer, and wider implementation of prevention strategies and programs may be as or more time consuming, costly, and challenging as their initial development and validation. However, the substantial input provided by participants in the conference suggests that an excellent opportunity exists for a broad, collaborative effort to do the following:

- Take stock of the knowledge base for WPV prevention.
- Explore the gaps in that knowledge.
- Prioritize needed research and information efforts.
- Identify opportunities for wider implementation of known effective prevention measures throughout workplaces, companies, and industries at risk.
- Identify and use existing data, findings, and knowledge that have yet to be translated and transferred to practical prevention technologies, products, interventions, strategies, programs, curricula, and recommendations.
- Collaborate and cooperate fully with potential partners to plan new research with implications for practical prevention.
- To help ensure such research, engage partners (particularly business and industry partners) earlier in the process of identifying problem areas and conceptualizing research projects and approaches.

Conference participants identified the following overarching needs in linking research to practice:

- Establish and maintain a clearinghouse of WPV-related information, particularly evidence-based programs and strategies.

As in many domains, the volume of information related to WPV risks and prevention is growing. A daunting
challenge looms in the organization, validation (assessment of reliability), tailoring, and distribution of information about WPV risks, prevention strategies and options, research findings, cost data, and other pertinent knowledge components. A key design objective should be easy access for employers and all other partners.

- Sponsor national, public information/education campaigns to raise awareness of WPV, emphasize the importance of prevention programs, and provide contact information for support services.

Wider awareness of the prevalence of WPV is needed among at-risk employers and workers, policy makers, media, and the general public. Federal government partners should help communicate existing knowledge, including what constitutes WPV, the types of WPV, the sectors and occupations at risk, and the critical roles of research, evaluation, and company policies and programs in the prevention effort. Information about availability of support services for organizations and individuals should be included. Such information might be particularly useful to companies seeking to develop and implement WPV programs, and individuals seeking help who may be either victims or perpetrators of WPV.
Partners and Their Roles

Participants in conference discussions repeatedly emphasized the importance of collaborating and partnering in WPV prevention—from the interdisciplinary and interdepartmental collaboration (so crucial to developing and implementing prevention programs) to national interorganizational partnerships (essential for advancing WPV research, implementing findings, and evaluating efforts). Partners need to be identified and engaged; roles need to be determined; agendas, strategies, and plans need to be developed; and programs need to be established, implemented, and evaluated.

This section identifies some of the partners (or types of partners) that participants suggested were necessary to the WPV research and prevention effort, as well as some of the roles and responsibilities that participants thought fit well with each based on their missions and activities.

6.1 NIOSH

NIOSH was recognized as a key organization, both in assuming specific roles and responsibilities suggested during the discussions and in facilitating the collective efforts of a wide range of partners. NIOSH was recognized for its current roles and activities as a leading research center, as a voice for objectivity in research and dissemination, as a strong advocate for identifying and improving effective research and prevention approaches, and as an organization that leverages resources, engages stakeholders, and prepares and disseminates information for the business community.

In addition to the NIOSH role in conducting, collaborating in, and coordinating WPV research, the following principal roles were suggested for NIOSH:

- Developing and keeping a clearinghouse of information about violent workplace events, model programs, data collection instruments, implementation practices, and other pertinent information potentially useful to employers and other stakeholders
- Developing (1) data-gathering standards for compiling data from disparate sources and (2) a reporting system that captures all WPV events—verbal abuse and other threatening behaviors as well as injury outcomes
- Leading an effort to make the issue of WPV more visible (through public information and education campaigns, for example)
6.2 Other Federal Partners

Suggested roles for other relevant Federal partners (such as OSHA, BLS, the Department of Justice, the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, the Veteran’s Administration, and other agencies that collect relevant data or regulate industry) in collaboration with NIOSH include the following:

- Coordinating the national WPV prevention effort over the next decade
- Forging a common definition with employer alliances and worker advocacy groups to identify the range of behaviors that constitute WPV
- Gathering data on the Federal workforce (the Nation’s largest worker group)
- Implementing WPV prevention programs in Federal workplaces
- Ensuring and maintaining up-to-date statistics on WPV
- Adopting a partnership model to develop regulations addressing WPV

6.3 State Agencies

These roles were suggested for State agencies:

- Collaborating with Federal partners to embrace common definition(s) of WPV
- Quantifying victimizations among State workers and thereby adding to the available data
- Determining specific and relevant strategies for prevention in State government

6.4 Private-Sector Companies, Corporations, and Alliances

Roles suggested for private-sector companies, corporations, and alliances are the following:

- Contributing to the effort to forge common WPV definitions along with government agencies and worker advocacy groups
- Sharing data on WPV events as well as successes, problems, and methods to overcome barriers in implementing WPV prevention programs and strategies
- Adopting WPV prevention strategies that have been recommended and verified by Federal agencies

6.5 Business and Community Organizations

Suggested roles for business and community organizations are as follows:

- Serving as conveners, bringing together factions of the community to engage in dialog, striving to comprehend the issue, and forging a coordinated response to WPV prevention
- Sharing prevention programs and strategies: a businesses-helping-businesses approach
- Assisting government, media, and educational institutions in increasing public awareness of WPV risks and prevention
6.6 Insurers
The following roles were suggested for insurers:

- Providing incentives, primarily by reducing workers’ compensation premiums for employers who implement WPV prevention programs that demonstrably lower workers’ compensation costs
- Supporting research that seeks economic evidence that violence prevention provides a return on investment to employers or other entities investing in WPV prevention

6.7 Law Enforcement
Roles suggested for law enforcement agencies include the following:

- Collecting more detailed data and standardizing definitions
- Disseminating evidence-based prevention information
- Providing assistance to businesses in taking prevention steps
- Participating in research efforts to address the prevention of workplace crime and violence
- Focusing on community-oriented policing

6.8 The Legal Profession
These roles were suggested for the legal profession:

- Appropriately balancing the need for collecting accurate WPV victimization data with the tangle of overlapping privacy interest laws
- Securing exemptions or waivers from existing privacy restraints in order to collect data
- Training attorneys to be sensitive and provide outreach to affected clients

6.9 Academic Research Institutions
The following roles were suggested for academic research institutions:

- Training new researchers entering the field
- Raising the research bar by setting the example in research and crafting violence prevention strategies based on findings
- Playing a proactive role in accessing private industry data
- Emphasizing in its law, business, and management curricula the dynamics of WPV and its impact on workers, families, and corporate health

6.10 The Media
The role suggested for the media was providing public service announcements (PSAs) in support of public information campaigns.

6.11 The Medical Community
The medical community’s suggested role was to improve recognition and reporting of potential cases of injury or stress from WPV.

6.12 Worker Assistance Programs
Suggested roles for worker assistance programs were the following:
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Improving screening and recognition of potential WPV issues

Being involved in response to WPV incidents to serve victim, witness, and co-worker needs

6.13 Social Advocacy Organizations

Roles suggested for social advocacy organizations were the following:

- Contributing to the effort to forge common WPV definitions with Federal, State, business, and labor partners
- Developing media campaigns following the model provided by Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD)

6.14 Other National Organizations

The following roles were suggested for other national organizations:

- Having safety and security specialists and organizations interact with research and regulatory communities to enable research-to-practice linkage (incorporate findings in their programs and procedures) and to provide expert input to researchers and regulators
- Having academic schools of architecture, urban planning, and civil engineering to interact with violence prevention partners to provide expert input to research and regulatory efforts and to incorporate safety and security considerations into their designs
Conclusions

This report summarizes the discussions that occurred during the conference Partnering in Workplace Violence Prevention: Translating Research to Practice in Baltimore, Maryland, in November 2004. Many ideas are presented about what is missing from the national effort to study and prevent WPV. Some gaps could be addressed by increasing intervention evaluation research; improving reporting, data collection, and data sharing; facilitating and enabling organizations to foster the dynamic commitment and cooperation of employers and workers; analyzing costs and cost-benefits; and improving organization and delivery of risk and prevention information. Other gaps are more specific to the types of violence, the various roles and relations among partnering organizations, or the industries and occupations involved.

Great strides have been made over the past two decades. Likewise, opportunities exist to address the barriers and gaps outlined in this report and to achieve a more coordinated, efficient, and cost-effective national effort to understand, control, and prevent violent incidents at work. These violent incidents damage or destroy the victims’ sense of security, dignity, and (too often) their well-being and their lives. They represent a large toll to our society.

The key to the utility and impact of a report such as this is the extent to which people and organizations can visualize and initiate the efforts and partnerships needed to understand and reduce the risks of WPV within their spheres of influence. We encourage your interest, involvement, and collaboration in this effort.
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